HandyScoot™ Outstanding Design Features
Feature
Accessories Included
Back Axle Width
Battery Certification
Battery Charge Location
Battery Connection
Battery Charge Time
Brake Handles
Brake Type
Cables
Collapsibility
Distance/Battery Charge
Foot Rests
Frame Content
Frame Design
Handlebar Width
Horn
Portability
Seat
Speed
Storage
Suggested Retail Price
Turning Radius
Warranty
Weight Capacity
Weight - Total
Weight - Heaviest Part

HandyScoot™ Specification
Front light, front basket, front luggage bar

HandyScoot™ Benefit
great value for your purchase
works in small indoor spaces and adjustable for greater stability; nubs
22" adjustable to 29" with spring loaded nubs
make it easier to change width position
UN. PT III 38.3
safe for airline travel
charging the battery while connected to the unit allows you to leave the
connected or disconnected
scooter in your vehicle and just remove the battery for charging
no external plug; plug embedded into
less exposure to the elements; easy to mount and remove
controller
1-2 hours
quick charge causes less down time
1 (right side)
less parts, less weight and more efficient system
disk
no wear on wheels and quick stopping time
inside frame
less snags and better protection of the cables
Steering bar easily folds down; hook lock
quicker "break down" design and portability
secures steering column to frame for easy
lifting
up to 15 miles
long distance, more than most can exhaust in a day
enhances comfort and stability for longer riding. Comfortable use with
flat with heel recess
foot or heel
ss is more resistant to wear, rust, and abrasion, stronger and easily
stainless steel
cleaned and maintained
single center bar with 5.5" clearance
easier to lift leg over center bar to mount unit
22"
more comfortable ride and operation, especially for larger users
part of control box
louder for greater awareness
Less parts to remove: seat and battery. Seat
quicker "break down" design and versatility
back storage option
larger backrest and thicker seat foam for greater comfort. Adjustability
Deluxe with easier backrest adjustability
for taller users
up to 9 mph
can reach destinations quicker
rear storage option
greater storage capability
$2,295)
very competitive price
26"
ability to turn in smaller areas and enhances indoor use
2 years all parts
longer purchase protection
350 lbs
greater weight capacity
42 lbs.
includes scooter, battery and seat
29 lbs.
the frame, or the part you lift

